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TO SEE, UNDERSTAND AND ACT SWIFTLY, LOOK TO THE SKIES. 
LOOK TO TEXTRON SYSTEMS.
• Proven, Trusted Partner & Service Provider

• Superior Performance and Unmatched Reliability with Our Proven Aerosonde SUAS
• Professional, Experienced Operators & Maintainers
• Flexible Business Models, from Turnkey Fee for Service to Direct System Sales
• Complete Service Offering, including Training, Maintenance & Logistics Support
• Better, Faster, More Frequent Data for Decision Making



OVER EVERY TRACK
PEACE OF MIND,

textronsystems.com/unmannedsystems



UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS BRING UNEQUALED ADVANTAGES

Freight and passenger rail lines 
have been moving local and 
national economies forward 
for nearly two hundred years. Every minute of track 
time out of service reduces your productivity and 
profit. With reliable information from the skies, 
you can see vast areas and inspect dangerous-to-
reach places, assess crucial data and make critical 
decisions quicker. For infrastructure protection, rail 
line assessment, environmental impact evaluation, 
mandated patrols and inspections, and so much more, 
unmanned systems let you gather more data, more 
frequently and more cost-effectively than conventional 
methods. Textron Systems affords you the 
power of information, when and where 
it's needed.

Approximately 12 ft Wingspan 

Textron Systems’ AerosondeTM  
Small Unmanned Aircraft System 
(SUAS) offers long endurance for 
persistent operations, providing 
real-time information for security 
purposes and high-fidelity data to 
support mapping/survey applica-
tions. The system has been proven 
in some of the world’s harshest 
climates and terrains, from tropical 
hurricanes to the deep freeze of 
Antarctica.



THE TEXTRON SYSTEMS 
UNMANNED SYSTEMS ADVANTAGE

With more than a million flight hours across Textron Systems  
Unmanned Systems platforms, we have longstanding unmanned 
aviation expertise you can trust. Our systems are reliable, 
efficient and proven in some of the world’s most challenging en-
vironments. Our product and service solutions have been trusted 
by customers around the world for years to provide actionable 
information for critical decision making. We deliver thousands of  
mission hours monthly for our customers across the globe with 
our high-performance Aerosonde SUAS and experienced 
operators and maintainers. 

Plus, Textron Systems provides flexible business models, from 
complete turnkey fee for service and direct system sales to a 
hybrid approach, including hands-on training for your operators  
and maintainers while we launch your operations. 

Textron Systems is a pioneer in unmanned aviation. No other  
partner can bring you the experience, technology and in-
grained aviation culture necessary to help develop this  
advanced new capability for your industry. 


